
Carnoustie Community Council  

 

30TH NOVEMBER 2020 CARNOUSTIE COMMUNITY COUNCIL MINUTES. 

 

Participating: A Rhind (Chair), L Marr, A Murray, E Oswald, D Taylor, P Manley, 

M Forbes, D Rorie, A Laing and N Ross later in the meeting, and Angus 

Councillors B Boyd and D Cheape. Also attending W Murray. 

The Chairman started the meeting by thanking everyone involved with the 

splendid show of lights and the spectacular Christmas tree that have been put 

up in town. There have been many expressions of appreciation from local 

people and the efforts of the volunteers in brightening up the town are very 

much appreciated.     

Apologies: D Ritchie and Cllr M McDonald. 

Minutes of last meeting: These were accepted as true and accurate. Prop DT, 

Sec EO. 

Angus councillors report: AC is conducting a detailed assessment of on and off 

street parking in the county. A focus group has been formed on which we are 

represented and a survey has been organised to gauge public opinion. We are 

all urged to respond and get the public to join in. The application for a CAT of 

the Panmure Centre is progressing slowly. There are plans to do something at 

last with developing the Kinloch site and we look forward to learning more of 

this in the new year. 

Carnoustie Caterpillar/Butterfly: WM gave us an update on how the butterfly is 

progressing. The plan is to embed it in acrylic resin and position it either in the 

Rest Garden or at the seafront. There is some urgency as we would like the 

work of constructing the butterfly done over the Christmas period. We hope 

much of the cost could be covered by crowd funding and various grants, but in 

the interim the community council agreed to underwrite the cost to enable 

work to go ahead. 



Finance report: As of the end of November we have over £10360 in the bank, 

of which £1150 is earmarked for Christmas and £1775 is for Covid relief. The 

total includes the £5000 received from SSE for post Covid recovery and 

restoration. The report was accepted. Prop DR Sec LM. 

Police report: The report had only been received just prior to the meeting and 

most members had not had a chance to study it. Since our last meeting there 

have been 195 calls to the control room from the Carnoustie area resulting in 

21 crimes being reported. These include 1 shoplifting, 7 vandalisms, 2 thefts, 3 

housebreakings, 5 domestic incidents and 3 telecommunications offences. 

During lockdown the public need to be on guard for telephone and online 

financial scams. When breaches of Covid restrictions occur the police will 

advise and caution if possible and only prosecute for flagrant flouting of the 

regulations. 

Planning report: AM reported five planning applications to AC since our last 

meeting, none of them controversial. 

East Haven: There was nothing to report other than the public toilets have now 

been closed for the winter. 

Seagreen/SSE/CBF: Our letter to SSE voicing our concern at some of their 

working practices has been sent and recently acknowledged. We are informed 

of future 24 hour working at Barry required to lay the cable under the railway 

track. The CBF subcommittee has met several times and the meeting was given 

an outline of topics judged suitable for funding and how we plan to advertise 

and seek applications from the public. The subcommittee thinks it is “on the 

right track” regarding how to approach the task but members are to get back 

to AM if they wish to comment on what has been decided. The CC will at a 

future date consult with other interested groups in town, for example the 

Development Trust, as to how we intend to proceed. AM is to meet with a 

representative from Seagreen/SSE in the new year to discuss our various 

concerns and AR is to accompany him when that happens. 

Town services: Various competitions are being organised in town over the 

festive season and the CC and the Gala Committee have been co-operating 

over the Best Christmas Window Display, and this will be judged by the Citizen 

of the Year. Other competitions are in progress. There have been many 

favourable comments about the lovely lights and tree, and as usual we are 

indebted to DJ Laing, the CGLMC and Ian Johnston. Carnoustie recycling centre 



is to start accepting carpets and rugs for recycling but local residents still have 

to travel to Arbroath with non-recyclable materials. Two new shops – Chic 

boutique and Cross Stitch are opening on the High St, and Finlays hair salon is 

moving to the nearby recently vacated baker’s premises. Wendy Murray 

recently appeared on the BBC Landward programme featuring the community 

spirit and facilities at East Haven. 

Citizen of the Year: AR has the arrangements in hand for the presentation of 

the trophies at Links House this Friday afternoon. Cheques, flowers and scrolls 

are organised. Social distancing will be observed. 

Correspondence: Notices are available for putting up in town in areas where 

we consider there is a problem with littering from discarded PPE. We are 

aware meetings of the CC are open to the public although very few attend our 

meetings in the Legion. It was decided to publicise on line that our meetings 

are meantime on zoom and if any member of the public wants to ”attend”  to 

make a point or put across a particular opinion then that person should 

contact our website and on the evening of the meeting they will be invited to 

join the zoom gathering. 

AOCB: DC reported that having spoken to DM of the CCDT the group organising 

the Town Centre Fund is to be re-vamped and as there are only twelve months 

left to spend the considerable amount of money involved a sense of urgency 

needs to be adopted in dealing with this Fund. PM and LM are to meet with DC 

with a view to getting some CC input here and reviving the management of the 

TCF. 

There will in due course be a lasting memorial in Carnoustie to our recently 

departed colleague David Mackland. He was closely involved with the 

Caterpillar/Butterfly and once it is decided where to site this there may well be 

a tree and memorial bench close by. All this has yet to be decided and the 

Community Council will deliberate on this subject in the new year. 

DONM: We do not meet routinely in December. Any pressing matters will be 

dealt with by the elected officials and online discussions carried out as 

required. Carnoustie Community Council meets again at 7pm on Monday 25th 

January 2021.  


